We introduce a new decision problem, called Packed Interval Covering (PIC), defined as follows.
• Input: an integer N > 0 and a family of finite sets P 1 , . . . , P M (packs) of subintervals of [1, N ].
• Output: are there subintervals I 1 ∈ P 1 , . . . , I M ∈ P M such that Note that our PIC problem differs from the well-known SET COVER [Kar72] on several aspects: first, in PIC, there are no quantities to minimize; second, PIC has a two-level input (packs of subintervals) whereas SET COVER has a one-level input (the collection of subsets is not organized in packs).
Theorem 1 PIC is NP-complete, whether integers are encoded in unary or in binary.
The following non-deterministic algorithm establishes membership in NP: guess an interval in each pack, then check that the union of these intervals covers [1, N ].
For its NP-hardness, we define a polynomial reduction from (3, B2)-SAT, which is the restriction of 3-SAT where each variable has exactly two positive occurrences and two negative occurrences.
We build an instance of PIC as follows, considering the target interval To each variable p i , we associate a variable pack VP i = {I
Notice that all such intervals are disjoint. Now, writing singleton S x = {4n + x} (1 ≤ x ≤ m), and C j and C k (j < 
Let us suppose the (3, B2)-SAT instance positive and show that the PIC instance we built is positive too. From a valuation ν that satisfies the formula, we define an interval selection in the following way: whenever ν(p i ) = 1, we select I + i in VP i and S j , S k , {4i−1} and {4i} in the four clause packs associated to p i ; likewise, when ν(p i ) = 0, we select I − i in VP i and S l , S h , {4i − 3} and {4i − 2} in the four clause packs associated to p i . Now, each element from [1, 4n] belongs to a selected interval: either that of a variable pack for some variable p i , or that of a clause pack for some clause where the literal for p i evaluates to 0. Furthermore, each clause mapped to 1-that is, all clauses-matches, by construction, a distinct selected singleton, and thus, [4n + 1, 4n + m] is covered.
Conversely, we assume our PIC instance to be positive and show that the corresponding (3, B2)-SAT instance is positive as well. Firstly, we can turn any solution of PIC to one such that every integer in [1, 4n] is covered by exactly one interval; this is achievable by switching a clause-pack choice whenever the singleton is included in a selected interval from a variable pack.
Using such a solution S, we can now derive a valuation ν as said above: namely, ν(p i ) = 1 iff I + i is selected in VP i . Let us consider a clause C x ; as S is a solution, the element of S x is covered. S x is triggered by some literal for a variable p i in C x ; thus, calling S ′ = {y} the other singleton from C x 's clause pack and observing that y belongs to exactly one variable-pack interval and one clause-pack singleton, either y ∈ I + i , which implies that I + i is selected and thus ν(p i ) = 1 while p i appears as a positive literal in C x by construction, or y ∈ I − i and then ν(p i ) = 0 while p i appears as a negative literal in C x : in both cases, ν(C x ) = 1. Consequently, ν satisfies all clauses.
Thus, the (3, B2)-SAT-instance is positive if and only if the corresponding PIC-instance is positive. This lets us conclude that PIC is NP-complete.
Historical note Sophie has addressed the problem PIC, Abdallah has designed an elegant proof of its NP-hardness, and Sébastien and François have worked on the writing of a pedagogical proof argument.
